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Introduction
I n 1963, S AKAI and H ATAKEYAMA publisihed a paper dealing
with the method of estimatinlg genetic paramelte~sin standing forests of Abies sochalinensis. Further study on another
species, Cryptomeria japonicla D. DON, however, failed to
yield reasonable estimates. This failure is considered %obe
due to intertree competition which may seriously interrupt
an effective application of the mebhod given a t that time.
Rhe present pa,per describes the result of a stu'dy on how
to estimate genetic parameters in forests whose trees are
competing with each other. This study has been financially
supported by la grant from the Forestry Agency, Ministry
of Agriculture and Forestry, Japan. Some of %hedata for
hhe stwdy have been provi'ded by the courtesy of several
prefectural forest-ofificens. Our thanks are due to all those
who kindly helped the authors in bheir study.
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Figure 1. - Arrangement of trees, computation of competitive
effect, and method of grouping two to nine trees.

as follows: Let the competitive ability of tree 22 be
let the m m of competitive effects on it be a„, then,

The metihod of stucdy employed in the present paper is
analogous to thlat of SAKAI and H ATAKEYAMA (1963) with exception of bhe competitional variance component newly
added to the formulas. The incorporation of competitional
variance into the $ormulas was malde in the following way.
Let V(-,)ldenote variance af iaverage values of X trees grmped in Clusters. I t is assumed tihat, in ad~ditionto the genetic
(G) and environmental (E) components, V(?, includes a
competitional one (C). The general formula for V(x) is,
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atz = (C„ - C„)
(C„ - C„) -I (C?? - cS2) (C?,
The competitional variance, C, is expressed by
The premise (3) tells that a . . = ä

where B = 1 - b. T„ or the coefficient of competitional
variance for cluslters of X trees was abtained on the basjs
of the foillowing premises: (1) Comipetition is effective between ia given tree and tihose growing aldjacently to it.
(2) Competitive ability of indivildual trees is a character
controlle~dby genes which are assumed to ibe genetically
independent from ~genes controlliog the character unlder
investigation. (3) Clompetition between two trees benefits
one of them and handicaps the obher, but the gain abtained
by the dormer is equal in absolute amount to the impairment enldured ~bythe latter (SAKAI 1955, P. 152). (4) Intensity
of competitive effect is a function of intertree spacing; the
effect increases rapildly as bhe spacing decreases (SAKAI 1955,
p. 146, Fig. 12). (5) Effects of competition, plus or minus,
on a tgiven tree caused by trees growing around it are additive (SAKAI 1955, P. 152).
Let us now consilder a n ~arrangementof trees in a forest
as given in Figure 1. If trees a r e planted in Squares, a given
tree, for instance tree 22 cornpebes against eight trees around
it, that is trees 11, 12, 13, 21, 23, 31, 32 and 33. Then the competitive effeclt tree 22 suffers from lthe eight competitors is
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and

+ (C„ - C„) (C„ - ~ 3 2 )+ (cZ2- C„)
~13)+ (C22 - ~ 1 1 )+ ( ~ $ 2- ~ 3 1 )+ (C?.> - ~33).
The 'distance ibetween tree 22 anjd each of trees 11, 31, 13 and
33 is larger than bhat ~betweentrce 22 and any of trees 12,
21, 32 and 23, the ratio being
1 = 1.414 : 1. Since from
the premise (4), effect of competition between tree 22 and
tree 11, 31, 13 or 33 is consildered to be considerably weaker
than that lbetween tree 22 an~dtree 12, 21, 32 or 23, we may
be not too wrong to assume that their effects are negligiible.
Then,
a„ =
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Then, a ij 2 for khe tree 22 is
anZz
= (4 C„ - c12= 16 c~~~ clr2
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Since trees in a forest are expected to ~be(distributed at
random for genes of competitive ability, all products in tihe
above equation equal to Zero, and thus the expectation for
the competitional variance on a single tree basis becomes

The competitive effect on two adjoining trees, 22 and 23, is
az2= 4 c2" Cl? - c.'~- C*.- cn3
a„ = 4 C?, - c13- C?? - C„ - C„
Therefore,
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aee at3 = 3 C„
and accordingly,
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Since V(,) in sim~ultanmusequations is rnultiplield by X as
Seen in t'he equatilon (I'), the coefficient olf C(-,)shoulld also
be multiplied by X. Thus,
2 C - = 1 2 c 2= t 2c 2
(2)
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In a simillar way, coeifficient of c2 or tXcan be obtained for
any number of trees of a clusster. The T, which is the re-

